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Let A be a JBW*-triple. A linear subspace J of A is called an inner ideal in A
provided that the subspace [J A J] is contained in J. A subtriple B in A is said to
be complemented if A=BKer(B), where Ker(B)=[a # A : [B a B]=0]. A com-
plemented subtriple in A is a weak*-closed inner ideal. A linear projection on A is
said to be structural if, for all elements a, b and c in A,
[P a b Pc]=P[a Pb c].
The range of a structural projection is a complemented subtriple and, conversely,
a complemented subtriple is the range of a unique structural projection. We analyze
the structure of the weak*-closed inner ideal generated by two arbitrary tripotents
in a JBW*-triple in terms of the simultaneous Peirce spaces of three suitably chosen
pairwise compatible tripotents. This result is then used to show that every weak*
closed inner ideal J in a JBW*-triple A is a complemented subtriple in A and there-
fore the range of a unique structural projection on A. As an application structural
projections on W*-algebras are considered.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The work of Kaup and Upmeier [28], [29], [30], [44], [45] and
Vigue [46], [47], [48], [49] shows how the holomorphic structure of the
open unit ball in a complex Banach space A leads to the existence of a
closed subspace As of A and a triple product [ } } } ] from A_As_A to A.
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The purely algebraic properties of the triple product, namely the linearity
and symmetry in the first and third variables, the conjugate linearity in the
second variable and the existence of a Jordan triple identity, relate any
complex Banach space to the Jordan triple systems studied by Koecher
[31], Loos [32] and Meyberg [36]. When As exhausts A or, equivalently,
when the open unit ball in A is a bounded symmetric domain, the complex
Banach space A is said to be a JB*-triple. A JB*-triple which is a Banach
dual space is called a JBW*-triple. The properties of JB*- and JBW*-
triples have received much attention in recent years. See, for example, [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],
[16], [18], [19], [20], [21], [24], [25] and [26].
When studying the ideal structure of complex Jordan algebras or,
more generally, Jordan*-triples, quadratic ideals of real Jordan algebras
naturally generalize to inner ideals. The inner ideals of a quadratic Jordan
algebra over an arbitrary commutative associative ring are algebraically
described in [37]. Some of these results were generalized to Jordan pairs
by Loos [32] and Neher [40]. In [8] and [10] the norm-closed, resp.
weak*-closed, inner ideals in a C*-algebra, resp. W*-algebra, are identified
and in [9] a description of the weak*-closed inner ideals in a weak*-closed
ternary subalgebra of a W*-algebra is given. An intrinsic characterization
of the weak*-closed inner ideals of the JBW*-algebra obtained from a con-
tinuous W*-algebra by collecting those elements that remain fixed under a
*-anti-automorphism of order two is presented in [13]. Based on these
findings a complete identification is reached of the weak*-closed inner
ideals in any continuous JBW*-triple. Weak*-closed inner ideals in excep-
tional JBW*-triples are treated in [12].
At the more global level a surprising geometric characterization of the
norm-closed inner ideals amongst the norm-closed subtriples of a JB*-
triple is given in [11]: a norm-closed subtriple B of a JB*-triple A is an
inner ideal if and only if every bounded linear functional on B has a unique
norm-preserving linear extension to A. This paper contains similar results
for JBW*-triples.
In a recent paper Loos and Neher [35] introduced the notion of com-
plementation in Jordan pairs and Jordan *-triples. For each element a in
a Jordan *-triple A the quadratic mapping Q(a) is defined, for all elements
b in A, by
Q(a)b=[a b a].
The kernel Ker(B) of a subset B of a Jordan*-triple A is the subspace of
A consisting of elements which are annihilated by the quadratic mappings
Q(b) as b runs through B. A subtriple B of A is said to be complemented
if A is the sum of B and its kernel. Such a subtriple is an inner ideal.
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Provided that A is anisotropic, i.e. for an element a in A, the vanishing of
[a a a] implies that of a, the sum is necessarily direct. Moreover, it can be
shown that the linear projection P on A having B as its range and Ker(B)
as its kernel has the property that, for all elements a in A,
Q(Pa)=P Q(a) P.
That is to say that the mapping P is structural in the sense of Loos [34].
Conversely, the range of a structural projection on an anisotropic Jordan
*-triple is a complemented subtriple.
In the present paper we continue the study of structural projections on
JBW*-triples begun in [14]. A structural projection on a JBW*-triple A is
necessarily contractive and weak*-continuous. We analyze the structure of
the weak*-closed inner ideal J generated by two arbitrary tripotents p and
q in a JBW*-triple A. It is proved that there exist tripotents u, v and w in
A which generate J satisfying the conditions that (u, v) is a rigidly collinear
pair and w is orthogonal to both u and v. A representation of the inner
ideal J is given in terms of the simultaneous Peirce spaces of the pairwise
compatible tripotents u, v and w. This result is then used to show that
every weak*-closed inner ideal J in a JBW*-triple A is a complemented
subtriple in A and therefore the range of a unique structural projection on
A. As an application structural projections on W*-algebras are considered.
2. Preliminaries
Let A be a complex vector space. A triple product on A is a map [ } } } ] :
A_A_A  A which is symmetric-bilinear in the outer variables and con-
jugate linear in the middle variable. A Jordan *-triple A is a complex vector
space with a triple product which satisfies, for all elements a, b, c, d and
e in A,
[a b [c d e]]&[c d [a b e]]=[[a b c] d e]&[c [b a d] e]. (J1)
Odd powers of an element a in A are recursively defined, for natural
numbers n, by
a1=a, a2n+1=[a a2n&1 a].
A subspace B of the vector space A which is closed under the formation of
triple products of its elements is said to be a subtriple of the Jordan*-triple
A. A subspace J of A is called an inner ideal, resp. ideal, if the subspace
[J A J], resp. the subspace [A A J]+[A J A], is a contained in J. Clearly,
an ideal in A is an inner ideal and an inner ideal is a subtriple of A. The
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Jordan*-triple is said to be anisotropic if, for elements a in A, a3 equals
zero implies that a equals zero.
For a pair a, b of elements in the Jordan*-triple A let D(a, b) and Q(a, b)
be mappings from A to A defined, for elements c in A, by
D(a, b)c=[a b c], Q(a, b)c=[a c b],
respectively. The linear map D(a, b), resp. conjugate linear map Q(a, b), is
referred to as the multiplication operator, resp. quadratic operator,
associated with the pair (a, b). For an element a in A we write Q(a) to
denote the mapping Q(a, a). The Bergmann operator B(a, b) associated with
the pair (a, b) is defined to be the linear map
B(a, b)=idA&2D(a, b)+Q(a) Q(b).
We shall make frequent use of the following triple identities (see [33],
[39]):
[[a b c] d e]&[c [b a d] e]=[a [d c b] e]&[[c d a] b e]; (J2)
Q(Q(a)b)=Q(a) Q(b) Q(a); (J3)
4Q([a b c])+2Q(Q(a)b, Q(c)b)
=Q(a) Q(b) Q(c)+Q(c) Q(b) Q(a)+4Q(a, c) Q(b) Q(a, c); (J4)
4Q([a b c])+2Q(Q(a) Q(b)c, c)
=Q(a) Q(b) Q(c)+Q(c) Q(b) Q(a)+D(a, b) Q(c) D(b, a). (J5)
An element u in a Jordan*-triple A is said to be a tripotent if [u u u]
equals u. The set of tripotents in A is denoted by U(A). For each tripotent
u in the Jordan *-triple A, the linear operators P0(u), P1(u) and P2(u),
defined by
P0(u)=idA&2D(u, u)+Q(u)2,
P1(u)=2(D(u, u)&Q(u)2),
P2(u)=Q(u)2,
are mutually orthogonal projection operators on A, i.e. Pj (u) Pk(u)=0, for
j{k, with sum idA . These maps are referred to as Peirce projections corre-
sponding to the tripotent u. Their ranges, denoted by Aj (u), j=0, 1, 2,
and called Peirce spaces corresponding to the tripotent u, give rise to the
following direct sum splitting of A:
A=A0(u)A1(u)A2(u).
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This decomposition is called the Peirce decomposition of A relative to u.
The eigenvalues of the linear operator D(u, u) are contained in the set
[0, 12 , 1]. If j2, where j is equal to 0, 1 or 2, is an eigenvalue of D(u, u) then
Aj (u) is the corresponding eigenspace. For j, k and l equal to 0, 1 or 2, the
following Peirce multiplication rules hold true:
[Ai (u) Aj (u) Ak(u)]{Ai& j+k(u),[0],
0i& j+k2,
otherwise.
(P1)
Moreover,
[A2(u) A0(u)A]=[A0(u) A2(u) A]=[0]. (P2)
Notice that the subtriples A2(u) and A0(u) are inner ideals in A. For
elements a and b in A,
D(P0(u)a, P1(u)b)=2D([P0(u)a P1(u)b u], u), (P3)
D(P1(u)b, P0(u)a)=2D(u, [u P1(u)b P0(u)a]). (P4)
A pair (u, v) of tripotents in A is said to be compatible [38] if, for i and
j equal to 0, 1 or 2,
Pi (u) Pj (v)=Pj (v) Pi (u).
If the tripotent u lies in one of the Peirce spaces of the tripotent v then
(u, v) is a compatible pair.
We now focus our attention on several special cases of the compatibility
relation. Let u, v be tripotents in A. The pair (u, v) is said to be orthogonal,
denoted by u = v, if u lies in A0(v). It can be seen that the following are
equivalent: u = v; v = u; D(u, v)=0; D(v, u)=0; u+v, u&v are tripotents
in A. The pair (u, v) is said to be collinear, denoted by u v, if u lies in
A1(v) and v lies in A1(u). If (u, v) is a collinear pair of tripotents then
B(u+v, u+v) is an automorphism of order two on the Jordan*-triple A
which exchanges u and v. The pair (u, v) is said to be rigidly collinear,
denoted by u rigid v if A2(u) is contained in A1(v) and A2(v) is contained
in A1(u). The following conditions on a collinear pair (u, v) of tripotents
are equivalent: u rigid v; A2(u)A1(v); A2(v)A1(u); A2(u) & A2(v)=[0].
For two tripotents u, v in A we write uv if v&u is a tripotent orthogonal
to u. This relation defines a partial ordering on U(A) with 0 as the least
element. If, for tripotents u, v in A, uv then (u, v) is a compatible pair.
A Jordan*-triple A which carries a complete norm & }& such that D is
continuous from A_A to the Banach space B(A) of bounded linear
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operators on A and, for each element a in A, D(a, a) is hermitian with non-
negative spectrum and satisfies
&D(a, a)&=&a&2
is said to be a JB*-triple. It can be shown that, for elements a, b and c in
a JB*-triple A,
&[a b c]&&a& &b& &c& , &[a a a]&=&a&3
hold true [19], [29]. The triple product on A is therefore norm-con-
tinuous. A JB*-triple A is anisotropic and a norm-closed subtriple of A is
a JB*-triple in its own right. Isomorphisms of JB*-triples are necessarily
isometric mappings.
A JB*-triple A which is the Banach space dual of a Banach space A
*
is
said to be a JBW*-triple. The pre-dual Banach space A
*
is unique and the
triple product is separately weak*-continuous [1]. The bi-dual Banach
space A** of a JB*-triple A admits an extension of the triple product of A
which makes A** into a JBW*-triple referred to as the JBW*-triple
envelope of A [1], [4].
Let H and K be complex Hilbert spaces. A norm-closed subspace A of
the Banach space B(H, K) of bounded linear operators from H to K with
the property that for each element a in A, the bounded linear operator
aa*a lies in A, is said to be a J*-algebra [23]. With respect to the triple
product
[a b c]=(ab*c+cb*a)2
a J*-algebra is a JB*-triple.
Further examples of JB*-triples and JBW*-triples are provided as
follows. A Jordan *-algebra A which is also a complex Banach space such
that, for all elements a and b in A,
&a*&=&a&, &a b b&&a& &b&, &aa*a&=&a&3
is said to be a Jordan C*-algebra [50] or JB*-algebra [51]. A Jordan
C*-algebra which is the dual of a Banach space is called a Jordan
W*-algebra [6] or a JBW*-algebra [51]. Examples of JB*-algebras are
C*-algebras and examples of JBW*-algebras are W*-algebras, in both
cases equipped with the Jordan product
a b b=(ab+ba)2.
The self-adjoint parts of JB*-algebras and JBW*-algebras are said to be
JB-algebras and JBW-algebras, respectively, [22]. For the properties of
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C*-algebras and W*-algebras the reader is referred to [41], [42] and for
the algebraic properties of Jordan algebras to [27], [32], [39]. With
respect to the triple product
[a b c]=a b (b* b c)+(a b b*) b c&b* b (a b c)
a JB*-algebra, resp. a JBW*-algebra, is a JB*-triple, resp. a JBW*-triple.
Let O be the complex octonian algebra and let M 83 be the twenty-seven
dimensional vector space of 3_3 hermitian matrices with entries in O. Let
B81, 2 be the sixteen dimensional vector space of 1_2 matrices with entries
in O. When endowed with the triple product
[a b c]=a b (b t b c)+(a b b t) b c&b t b (a b c)
where b  b is the conjugate linear involution in O applied pointwise to
b, bt is the transpose of b, and
a b b=(ab+ba)2
and the spectral norm as defined in [33], M 83 is a JBW*-triple. Similarly,
when endowed with the triple product
[a b c]=(a(b tc)+c(b ta))2
and the spectral norm, B81, 2 is also a JBW*-triple.
Let A be a JBW*-triple with pre-dual Banach space A
*
. Then the multi-
plication operator D(a, b) and the quadratic operator Q(a, b) associated
with the pair (a, b) of elements in A are weak*-continuous. As a conse-
quence the norm-continuous Peirce projections Pi (u), for i equal to 0, 1
or 2, corresponding to the tripotent u are weak*-continuous and their
ranges Ai (u) are weak*-closed subtriples of A. The subtriple A2(u) is a
JBW*-algebra with respect to the multiplication
(a, b) [ a b b=[a u b],
unit u and involution
a [ a-=[u a u].
Notice that, for elements a, b and c in A2(u),
[a b c]=(a b b-) b c+a b (b- b c)&b- b (a b c).
For every element a in the JBW*-triple A there exists a least tripotent,
denoted by r(a) and referred to as the support of a, such that a is a positive
element in the JBW*-algebra A2(r(a)). The support r(a) of a lies in the
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smallest weak*-closed subtriple of A which contains the element a [7],
[16]. Properties of the partially ordered set (U(A), ) of tripotents in A
have been investigated in [3], [7] and [16]. In particular, it follows that
there exist maximal elements in this partially ordered set and that every
tripotent is majorized by a maximal tripotent.
Let I be a weak*-closed ideal in A. Then the subtriple u # U(I ) A0(u) is
also a weak*-closed ideal and
A=I ,
u # U(I )
A0(u).
Let u be a tripotent in A. For j equal to 0, 1 or 2, the range A
*, j
(u) of
the pre-dual map Pj (u)* of the Peirce j-projection Pj (u) is a closed sub-
space of the pre-dual A
*
of A and
A
*
=A
*, 0
(u)A
*, 1
(u)A
*, 2
(u).
Let x be an element in A
*
. There exists a least tripotent, denoted by e(x)
in A and referred to as the support of x, such that e(x)(x) equals &x& [7],
[18].
We shall need the following lemmas:
Lemma 2.1. Let J be a weak*-closed subtriple of the JBW*-triple A.
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) J is an inner ideal in A;
(ii) u # U(J) A2(u)J;
(iii) u # U(J) A2(u)=J;
(iv) for elements u in U(J) and v in U(A), if vu then v lies in J.
Proof. (i) O (ii) Let u be an element in U(J). Then
A2(u)=Q(u)AJ.
(ii) O (iii) Let a be an element in J and let r(a) be its support. Then
a lies in A2(r(a))+. Since r(a) is contained in the smallest weak*-closed
subtriple of A containing the element a it follows that r(a) lies in J.
(iii) O (iv) Let u be a tripotent in J and suppose that v is a tripotent
in A with vu. Then v belongs to A2(u) and therefore v lies in J.
(iv) O (ii) Let u be in U(J). Let A2(u)sa be the self-adjoint part of the
JBW*-algebra A2(u). Let p be an idempotent in the JBW-algebra A2(u)sa .
By, [7], Lemma 2.4(i), p is a tripotent in A such that pu and therefore
p lies in J. It follows, by spectral theory, that A2(u)sa and finally A2(u) is
contained in J.
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(ii) O (i) Let a be an element in J. Since r(a) lies in J and A2(r(a))
is an inner ideal it follows that
[a A a]A2(r(a))J.
Therefore J is an inner ideal in A.
The following lemma shows that the property of a weak*-closed sub-
triple to be an inner ideal is transitive.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a JBW*-triple and let J be a weak*-closed inner
ideal in A. Then every weak*-closed inner ideal I in the sub-JBW*-triple J
is a weak*-closed inner ideal in A.
Proof. Clearly, I is a weak*-closed subtriple of A. For any tripotent u
in I, A2(u) is contained in J, by Lemma 2.2. By Lemma 2.2, it follows that
I= .
u # U(I )
J2(u)= .
u # U(I)
(A2(u) & J)= .
u # U(I )
A2(u).
Therefore, I is a weak*-closed inner ideal in A.
3. Complemented Subtriples
Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple. Let B be a subspace of A. The
kernel of B [35] is defined to be the subspace
Ker(B)=[a # A : [B a B]=[0]].
Notice that, by anisotropicity of A, B & Ker(B) equals [0]. A subtriple B
of A is said to be complemented if
A=BKer(B).
Let u be a tripotent in A. Then
Ker(A2(u))=A1(u)A0(u), Ker(A0(u))=A2(u)A1(u).
Therefore A2(u) and A0(u) are complemented subtriples of A.
Lemma 3.1. Let B be a complemented subtriple of the anisotropic Jordan
*-triple A. Then B is an inner ideal in A and the subset [A B Ker(B)] of A
is contained in Ker(B).
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Proof. Since
Q(B)AQ(B)B+Q(B) Ker(B)B
it follows that B is an inner ideal in A. Let a be an element in A, let b, c
and d be elements in B and let e be in Ker(B). Then, by (J1),
[b [a c e] d]=[[c e b] a d]+[b a [c e d]]&[c e [b a d]]
[[0] A B]+[B A [0]]+[B Ker(B) B]=[0].
Consequently, the element [a c e] lies in Ker(B).
Lemma 3.2. Let B be a complemented subtriple of the JBW*-triple A.
Then B is a weak*-closed inner ideal and Ker(B) is a weak*-closed subspace
of A.
Proof. By the separate weak*-continuity of the triple product, Ker(B)
is weak*-closed and, also, Ker(B) coincides with Ker(B w*). It follows that
A=BKer(B)B w*Ker(B w*)A
and therefore B coincides with B w*.
Let A be an anisotropic Jordan*-triple. A linear projection P on A is
said to be structural if, for all elements a, b and c in A,
[Pa b Pc]=P[a Pb c]
or, equivalently, for all elements a in A,
Q(Pa)=P Q(a) P.
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a structural projection on the anisotropic Jordan*-
triple A. Then the range im P of P is a complemented subtriple of A and the
kernel ker P of the linear map P coincides with Ker(im P).
Proof. The range of P is clearly an inner ideal in A. Moreover, if b is
an element in ker P then, for all elements a and c in im P,
[a b c]=[Pa b Pc]=P[a Pb c]=0
and it follows that ker P is contained in Ker(im P). Conversely, if a lies in
Ker(im P) then,
[Pa Pa Pa]=P[a P(Pa) a]=P[a Pa a]=[Pa a Pa]=0
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and, by anisotropicity of A, it follows that Pa equals zero. Therefore,
Ker(im P)ker P and the two sets coincide. Since
A=im Pker P=im PKer(im P)
it follows that im P is a complemented subtriple of A.
Theorem 3.4. Let B be a complemented subtriple of the anisotropic
Jordan *-triple A. Let P be the linear projection on A such that
B=im P, Ker(B)=ker P.
Then P is a structural projection on A.
Proof. Let a and b be elements in A. Then, by Lemma 3.1,
[Pa Pb (a&Pa)] and [(a&Pa) Pb (a&Pa)] both lie in Ker(B). Since B is
a subtriple it follows that
P[a Pb a]=P[(Pa+(a&Pa)) Pb (Pa+(a&Pa))]
=P[Pa Pb Pa]=[Pa Pb Pa]
=[Pa (b&(b&Pb)) Pa]=[Pa b Pa].
and P is a structural projection on A, as required.
By the previous theorem and the considerations above, it follows that,
for any tripotent u in an anisotropic Jordan*-triple A, the Peirce projec-
tions P2(u) and P0(u) are structural projections.
Corollary 3.5. Let B be a complemented subtriple of the anisotropic
Jordan *-triple A. Then there exists exactly one structural projection P on A
the range im P of which coincides with B.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, there exists a structural projection P such that
im P equals B. Suppose that R is a structural projection such that imR
coincides with B. Then, by Lemma 3.3,
ker P=Ker(im P)=Ker(im R)=ker R
and therefore P is equal to R.
4. Analysis of an Inner Ideal
In this section we study the structure of the weak*-closed inner ideal
generated by two arbitrary tripotents in a JBW*-triple. These investiga-
tions serve as a key for the results to be obtained in the next section. The
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main result of this section is reached through a series of lemmas which
make subtle use of the Peirce multiplication rules and certain maximality
properties of the partially ordered set of tripotents of a JBW*-triple.
Let u, v and w be pairwise compatible tripotents in the Jordan*-triple A.
For i, j and k equal to 0, 1 or 2, we define the simultaneous Peirce space
Aijk of the tripotents (u, v, w) by
Aijk=Ai (u) & Aj (v) & Ak(w).
Notice that Pi (u) Pj (v) Pk(w) A coincides with Aijk .
Lemma 4.1. Let A be a Jordan*-triple and let u, v and w be pairwise
compatible tripotents in A. Let the subsets B1 , B2 and B3 , and B$1 , B$2 and
B$3 of A be given by
B1=[A101 A002 A011], B$1=[A101 w A011],
B2=[A101 A111 A120], B$2=[A101 A111 v],
B3=[A011 A111 A210], B$3=[A011 A111 u].
Then, for i, j and k equal to 0, 1 or 2,
[Aijk Aijk B1]lin B1 .
If w = u v = w then
[A011 A011 A110]B1
and
B1=B2=B3=B$1=B$2=B$3A110 .
Proof. By the Peirce multiplication rule (P1), it follows that, for i, i $, j,
j $, k and k$ equal to 0, 1 or 2, the subset D(Aijk , Aijk) Ai $j $k$ is contained in
Ai $j $k$ . Therefore, by (J1),
D(Aijk , Aijk)([A101 A002 A011])
[D(Aijk , Aijk) A101 A002 A011]+[A101 D(Aijk , Aijk) A002 A011]
+[A101 A002 D(Aijk , Aijk) A011]lin B1 .
Now assume that w = u v = w. Then u lies in A210 , v lies in A120 , w lies
in A002 and, for i equals 0, 1 or 2, Bi$ is a subset of Bi .
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Let a and b be in A011 and let c be in A110 . Since b lies in A1(w), c lies
in A0(w) and [c b w] lies in A101 , by (P1), it follows, by (P3), that
[a b c]=D(c, b)a=2D([c b w], w)a # [A101 w A011]B1 .
Let a, b and c be elements in A101 , A002 and A011 , respectively. Since b
lies in A0(v), c lies in A1(v) and [v c b] lies in A111 , by (P1), it follows, by
(P4), that
[a b c]=D(c, b)a=2D(v, [v c b])a # [v A111 A101].
Therefore B1B$2 and, by symmetry, B1B$3 . Let a, b and c be elements
in A011 , A111 and A210 , respectively. Since b lies in A1(w), c lies in A0(w)
and [c b w] lies in A101 , by P(1), it follows, by (P3), that
[a b c]=D(c, b)a=2D([c b w], w)a # [A101 w A011].
Hence, B3B$1 and, by symmetry, B2B$1 . Combining these results we
obtain
B1B$2B2B$1B1B$3B3B$1B1 .
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a JBW*-triple. Let u, v and w be tripotents in A
such that w = u v = w. Let I110 be the subspace of A110 defined by
I110=lin([A101A002A011])w*. (T)
Then, for i, j and k equal to 0, 1 or 2,
[Aijk Aijk I110]I110 (D)
and I110 is a weak*-closed ideal in the weak*-closed subtriple A110 of A.
Let C110 be the weak*-closed subtriple of A110 defined by
C110= ,
r # U(I110)
A0(r) & A110 . (C)
Then C110 is an ideal of A110 . Moreover:
(i) A110=I110 C110 ;
(ii) [A I110 C110]=[A C110 I110]=[0];
(iii) [A C110 A011]=[A A011 C110]=[0];
(iv) [A C110 A101]=[A A101 C110]=[0].
Proof. By the separate weak*-continuity of the triple product, (D)
follows from Lemma 4.1. Since, in particular, D(A110 , A110) I110 is a subset
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of I110 , by [39], Theorem IV.3.5, p. 169, it follows that I110 and C110 are
ideals in the JBW*-triple A110 satisfying (i). Then (ii) follows from (P2).
To prove (iii), let q be a tripotent in the weak*-closed subtriple A011 and
let a be an element in C110 . First observe that Q(a) A110A110 and, by
(P1), that Q(A011) A110 equals [0]. Then
Q(q)(Q(a) A110)Q(q) A110=[0].
By Lemma 4.1 and (ii),
Q(a)(D(q, q) A110)[a [A011 A011 A110] a][C110 I110 C110]=[0].
By (J5), it follows that
4Q([q q a]) A110=[Q(q) Q(q) Q(a)+Q(a) Q(q) Q(q)
+D(q, q) Q(a) D(q, q)&2Q(Q(q) Q(q)a, a)] A110
=[0].
Since the element [q q a]3 is contained in the subset Q([q q a]) A110 , by
the anisotropicity of A, it can be concluded that D(q, q)a equals zero.
Therefore, for every tripotent q in A011 , C110 is contained in A0(q), so (iii)
follows from (P2). Now, (iv) follows from interchanging the roles of u
and v.
Let A be a JBW*-triple and let u, v and w be pairwise compatible
tripotents in A. Let the subspace I of A be defined by
I=A210A120A002A111A101A011 I110 .
For i, j and k equal to 0, 1 or 2, let Hijk be the subset of A defined by
Hijk=[I A I] & Aijk .
Lemma 4.3. Let A be a JBW*-triple and let u, v and w be pairwise
compatible tripotents in A. Suppose that
H100=H010=H001=[0]
and that
A201=A021=A012=A102=[0].
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Then each of the subsets
(H1) [A002 A111 I110], (H2) [A101 A111 A011],
(H3) [A101 A210 I110], (H3$) [A011 A120 I110],
(H4) [A101 A111 I110], (H4$) [A011 A111 I110],
(H5) [I110 A210 I110], (H5$) [I110 A120 I110]
and
(C1) [A101 A001 A011], (C2) [A002 A001 I110],
(C3) [A101 A001 I110], (C3$) [A011 A001 I110],
(C4) [I110 A010 I110], (C4$) [I110 A100 I110],
(C5) [A101 A100 I110], (C5$) [A011 A010 I110].
is equal to [0].
Proof. (H1)(H5), (H3$)(H5$). Each of these subsets is contained
either in H100 , H010 or in H001 .
(C1) Let a, b, c be elements in A101 , A001 , A011 , respectively. Then
the element 2[a b c], denoted by d, belongs to A111 . Notice that
Q(c)d=Q(a)d=0, Q(a)b # A201=[0], Q(a, c)d # H001=[0].
Then, by (J4),
d 3=4Q([a b c])d=[Q(a) Q(b) Q(c)+Q(c) Q(b) Q(a)
+4Q(a, c) Q(b) Q(a, c)&2Q(Q(a)b, Q(c)b)]d=0.
Therefore, by anisotropicity, d is equal to zero.
Since I110 is the weak*-closure of the linear hull of B1 it suffices to
replace I110 by B1 in (C2)(C5).
(C2) By (J1) and (C1),
[A002 A001 B1]=[A002 A001 [A011 A002 A101]]
[[A002 A001 A011] A002 A101]
+[A011 [A001 A002 A002] A101]
+[A011 A002 [A002 A001 A101]]
[A012 A002 A101]+[A011 A001 A101]+[A011 A002 A102]
=[0].
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(C3) By (J1) and (C1),
[A101 A001 B1]=[A101 A001 [A101 A002 A011]]
[[A101 A001 A101] A002 A011]
+[A101 [A001 A101 A002] A011]
+[A101 A002 [A101 A001 A011]]
[A201 A002 A011]+[A101[0] A011]+[A101 A002 [0]]
=[0].
(C4) By (J2) and (C3), it follows
[B1 A010 I110]=[[A101 A002 A011] A010 I110]
[A011 [A002 A101 A010] I110]
+[A101 [A010 A011 A002] I110]
+[[A011 A010 A101] A002 I110]
[A011 [0] I110]+[A101 A001 I110]+[A102 A002 I110]
=[0].
(C5) By (J1) and (C1),
[A101 A100 B1]=[A101 A100 [A101 A002 A011]]
[[A101 A100 A101] A002 A011]
+[A101 [A100 A101 A002] A011]
+[A101 A002 [A101 A100 A011]]
[A102 A002 A011]+[A101 A001 A011]+[A101 A002 A012]
=[0].
(C3$), (C4$) and (C5$) These follow by interchanging the roles of u
and v.
Let u, v and w be tripotents in the Jordan*-triple A and assume that they
satisfy w = u rigid v = w. It follows that sixteen of the twenty-seven
simultaneous Peirce spaces of the compatible tripotents (u, v, w) necessarily
vanish. To be precise
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A012=A020=A021=A022=A102=A112=A121
=A122=A200=A201=A202=A211
=A212=A220=A221=A222=[0]. (R)
Also,
A210=A2(u), A120=A2(v), A002=A2(w) (S)
and therefore
A2(u+w)=A210A101A111A002 ,
(T)
A2(v+w)=A120A011A111A002 .
Lemma 4.4. Let A be a JBW*-triple and let u, v and w be tripotents in
A such that
w = u rigid v = w.
Let I110 , C110 , I and Hijk be as above. Suppose that both H001 and H010
coincide with [0]. Then the subspace I is a complemented subtriple and
Ker(I )=A000A100A010 A001C110 .
Proof. Since the automorphism B(u+v, u+v) exchanges u and v and
leaves w fixed it follows that H100 equals zero too.
(i) We prove that I is a subtriple in A. Since A2(u+w) and A2(v+w)
are inner ideals in A it follows that
[A2(u+w) I A2(u+w)]I, [A2(v+w) I A2(v+w)]I.
The remaining products that need to be checked are listed in Table I. They
all lie in I because of (P1), (P2), (D), (R), Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, as
indicated.
(ii) Next we determine Ker(I ). Since A000A100A010A001
C110 is contained in both subspaces A1(u+w)+A0(u+w) and A1(v+w)+
A0(v+w) it follows that, for elements a, b in A2(u+w) or a, b in A2(v+w),
Q(a, b)(A000A100A010 A001C110)[0].
The remaining products that need to be checked are listed in Table II.
They all are equal to [0] because of (P1), (R), Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3,
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TABLE I
Q(I: , I;) I#I
Q(I: , I;) :+; I# : A002 A111 A210 A120 A101 A011 I110
Q(A002 , I110) 112 (D) 4.3 (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1)
I110 [0] [0] [0] A011 A101 A002
Q(A111 , I110) 221 (P1) (D) (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1)
[0] I110 A011 A101 A120 A210 A111
Q(A210 , A120) 330 (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1) (R)
[0] [0] A120 A210 [0] [0] [0]
Q(A210 , A011) 221 (P1) 4.1 (P2) (P1) (P1) (P2) (P1)
[0] I110 [0] A101 A120 [0] A111
Q(A210 , I110) 320 (P1) (P1) (D) (R) (P1) (P1) (P1)
[0] [0] I110 [0] [0] [0] A210
Q(A120 , A101) 221 (P1) 4.1 (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1)
[0] I110 A011 A101 A120 A210 A111
Q(A120 , I110) 230 (P1) (P1) (R) (D) (P1) (P1) (P1)
[0] [0] [0] I110 [0] [0] A120
Q(A101 , A011) 112 4.1 4.3 (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1)
I110 [0] [0] [0] A011 A101 A002
Q(A101 , I110) 211 (P1) 4.3 4.3 (P1) (D) (R) (P1)
[0] [0] [0] [0] I110 [0] A101
Q(A011 , I110) 121 (P1) 4.3 (P1) 4.3 (R) (D) (P1)
[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] I110 A011
Q(I110 , I110) 220 (P1) (P1) 4.3 4.3 (P1) (P1) (D)
[0] [0] [0] [0] [0] [0] I110
as indicated. Therefore, A000A100A010 A001C110 is contained in
Ker(I ). It follows, by Lemma 4.2(i) and (R), that
A=IA000A100A010 A001C110
and therefore Ker(I ) equals A000A100A010A001C110 .
We now proceed to the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.5. Let A be a JBW*-triple. Let p and q be tripotents in A
and let J be the smallest weak*-closed inner ideal in A which contains p
and q. Then there exist tripotents u, v and w in A such that:
(i) w = u rigid v = w;
(ii) J=[A2(u+w)+A2(v+w)]J110 ,
where
J110=J & A110=lin([A101 A002A011])w*;
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TABLE II
[I: C# I;]=[0]
Q(I: , I;) :+; C# : A100 A010 A001 A000 C110
Q(A002 , I110) 112 (R) (R) 4.3 (R) 4.2
Q(A111 , I110) 221 (R) (R) (R) (R) 4.2
Q(A210 , A120) 330 (P1) (P1) (P1) (P1) (R)
Q(A210 , A011) 221 (R) (R) (R) (R) 4.2
Q(A210 , I110) 320 (R) (P1) (P1) (P1) 4.2
Q(A120 , A101) 221 (R) (R) (R) (R) 4.2
Q(A120 , I110) 230 (P1) (R) (P1) (P1) 4.2
Q(A101 , A011) 112 (R) (R) 4.3 (R) 4.2
Q(A101 , I110) 211 4.3 (R) 4.3 (R) 4.2
Q(A011 , I110) 121 (R) 4.3 4.3 (R) 4.2
Q(I110 , I110) 220 4.3 4.3 (P1) (R) 4.2
(iii) Ker(J)=A000A100A010A001K110 ,
where
K110=Ker(J) & A110= ,
r # U(J110)
A0(r) & A110;
(iv) A=JKer(J) , i.e. J is a complemented subtriple;
(v) J110 and K110 are ideals in the weak*-closed subtriple A110 and
A110=J110 K110 ;
where for elements i, j and k in [0, 1, 2], Aijk is defined to be the weak*-
closed subtriple
Aijk=Ai (u) & Aj (v) & Ak(w).
Proof. Let f be a tripotent which majorizes p and which is maximal in
U(J). Then J admits the decomposition
J=A2( f )J1( f ),
where J1( f ) coincides with J & A1( f ). One verifies that the weak*-closed
subspace J1( f ) is an inner ideal in J and therefore, by Lemma 2.2, J1( f )
is an inner ideal in A. The support tripotent r(P1( f )q) of the element
P1( f )q is contained in the smallest weak*-closed subtriple generated by
P1( f )q. Therefore r(P1( f )q) is an element in J1( f ). Let u be a maximal
tripotent in U(J1( f )) which majorizes r(P1( f )q). Since q is equal to
P2( f )q+P1( f )q it follows that q as well as p lie in the smallest weak*-
closed inner ideal containing [ f, u] which therefore coincides with J.
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Since J1( f ) is a weak*-closed inner ideal in A the subspace A2(u) is con-
tained in J1( f ). By [25], Lemma 2.5, it follows that the element 2[u u f ],
denoted by v, is a tripotent in A majorized by f and that u rigid v. There-
fore, the element f &v, denoted by w, is orthogonal to v. Moreover,
[u u w]=[u u f ]&[u u v]=[u u f ]&v2=0.
Hence, w = u, and we have the situation of (i). Clearly, J is the smallest
weak*-closed inner ideal containing the pairwise compatible tripotents u, v
and w.
For the tripotents (u, v, w) let Aijk be defined as before. By (T), we
conclude that the subspace I defined above is contained in J. Notice that,
by (S) and (R),
A1( f )=A1(v) & A0(w)A0(v) & A1(w)
=A2(u)A101 A110A001 A010
and therefore since u, v, w lie in J
J1( f )=A2(u)A101J & A110J & A001J & A010.
Since u is a maximal tripotent in J1( f ) it follows that the weak*-closed
subtriples J & A001 and J & A010 vanish. Therefore, by (T),
J=A2(v+w)A2(u)A101J & A110
=[A2(u+w)+A2(v+w)]J & A110 .
Moreover,
H001=[I A I] & A001[J A J] & A001J & A001=[0],
H010=[I A I] & A010[J A J] & A010J & A010=[0].
By Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 3.2, it follows that I is a weak*-closed inner
ideal in A containing u, v and w and therefore J coincides with I. Then J110
coincides with I110 , and K110 coincides with C110 . Properties (ii), (iii), (iv)
and (v) now easily follow from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4.
5. Inner Ideals in a JBW*-Triple
Let E be a complex Banach space with dual Banach space E*. A linear
projection P on E is said to be neutral [21] if it is contractive, i.e., for all
elements x in E, &Px&&x&, and if x is an element in E for which
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&Px&=&x& then Px=x. Let L be a subspace of E* and let L> be the
homogeneous subset of E defined by
L>=[x # E : &x&= sup
a # L1
|a(x)|],
where L1 denotes the unit ball of L [43]. Notice that L> is, in general, not
a subspace of E. Also, for subspaces L, M in E*, if LM then L> M> .
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a JBW*-triple with pre-dual Banach space A
*
and
let J be a weak*-closed inner ideal in A. Let J
%
be the annihilator of J in A
*
.
Then
(i) A
*
=J>+J%;
(ii) J> & J%=[0];
(iii) For all elements x in J> and z in J% , &x&&x+z&.
Proof. (i) Let x be an element in A
*
. Then the restriction x| J to J of
x is a weak*-continuous linear functional on J. By [11], Theorem 2.6,
there exists an element y in A
*
such that
x|J=y| J and &y&=sup
a # J1
|a(x)|.
Then clearly &y& equals supa # J1 |a( y)|. Hence y lies in J> and x&y lies
in J
%
.
(ii) Let x be an element in J> & J%. Then
&x&=sup
a # J1
|a(x)|=[0],
and therefore x equals zero.
(iii) Clearly,
&x&=sup
a # J1
|a(x)|=sup
a # J1
|a(x+z)|&x+z&.
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a JBW*-triple with pre-dual Banach space A
*
and
let J be a weak*-closed inner ideal in A. Then
J>=[x # A* : e(x) # J]= .
u # U(J)
A
*, 2
(u).
Proof. (i) Let x be a non-zero element in J> . Since x|J is a weak*-
continuous linear functional on the JBW*-triple J and the unit ball J1 of
J is a weak*-compact convex subset of J the functional x|J attains its norm
at an extreme point u of J1 . Consequently, u(x) is equal to &x&. By [17],
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u is a tripotent in J and therefore also a tripotent in A. It follows, by [7],
Lemma 3.6, that e(x)u, where e(x) is the support of x in A. Then e(x)
lies in A2(u) and, by Lemma 2.1, A2(u) is contained in J.
(ii) Let x be an element in A
*
such that the tripotent e(x) belongs
to J. Then, by contractivity of the projection P2(e(x)) and of its pre-dual
map P2(e(x))* ,
&x&=e(x)(x)sup[ |a(x)| : a # P2(e(x)) A1]
=sup[ |(P2(e(x)) b)(x)| : b # A1]
=sup[ |b(P2(e(x))* x)| : b # A1]=&P2(e(x))* x&&x&.
By [18], Proposition 1, P2(e(x))* is a neutral projection and therefore x
lies in A
*, 2
(e(x)).
(iii) Suppose that, for some tripotent u in J, x is contained in
A
*, 2
(u). Then, by contractivity of the projection P2(u) and Lemma 2.1,
&x&=sup[ |a(x)| : a # A1]=sup[ |a(P2(u)* x)| : a # A1]
=sup[ |(P2(u) a)(x)| : a # A1]=sup[ |b(x)| : b # P2(u)(A1)]
sup[ |c(x)| : c # A2(u)1]sup[ |d(x)| : d # J1]&x&
and consequently x lies in J> . This completes the proof.
Theorem 5.3. Let A be a JBW*-triple with pre-dual Banach space A
*
.
Let P be a structural projection on A. Then:
(i) The projection P is contractive and weak*-continuous;
(ii) The pre-dual map P
*
of P on A
*
is a neutral projection;
(iii) The range im P
*
of P
*
coincides with the subset (im P)> of A*.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.2, im P is a weak*-closed inner
ideal and ker P is a weak*-closed subspace of A. Let x be an element in
(im P)> . Then, by Lemma 5.2, there exists a tripotent u in im P such that
x lies in A
*, 2
(u). Since, by Lemma 3.3, ker P coincides with Ker(im P), for
any element a in ker P, the product [u a u] vanishes and, consequently,
P2(u)a equals zero. It follows that
a(x)=a(P2(u)* x)=0.
Therefore (im P)> is a subset of (ker P)% . It follows, by Lemma 5.1(i), that
A
*
=(im P)>+(im P)%(ker P)% (im P)%A*
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which implies that
(im P)>=(ker P)% . (F)
To this point we have shown that (im P)> is a subspace of A*. It follows,
by Lemma 5.1(i) and (ii), that there exists a projection R on A
*
with the
property that
im R=(im P)> and ker R=(im P)% .
By Lemma 5.1(iii), R is contractive. Then the dual map R* on A is clearly
a contractive and weak*-continuous projection. Since both im P and ker P
are weak*-closed it follows that
im R*=(ker R)%=(im P)
%
%=im P
and, by (F),
ker R*=(im R)%=(im P)>%=(ker P)%%=ker P.
Therefore R* is equal to P, so P is itself contractive and weak*-continuous.
This proves (i). Also, (iii) follows from (F) since the range im P
*
of the
pre-dual map P
*
of P coincides with (ker P)
%
.
Suppose now that, for an element x in A
*
, &Rx& equals &x&. Since R*
is contractive it follows that
&x&=sup[ |a(Rx)| : a # A1]=sup[ |b(x)| : b # R*A1]
sup[ |a(x)| : a # (im P)1]&x&.
Therefore x lies in (im P)> and consequently Rx equals x. This shows that
P
*
is a neutral projection on A
*
.
Theorem 5.4. Every weak*-closed inner ideal J in a JBW*-triple A is a
complemented subtriple of A.
Proof. Let J be a weak*-closed inner ideal in A. Let x, y be elements
in the homogeneous subset J> of A*. By Lemma 5.2, the tripotents e(x),e( y) both lie in J and therefore the smallest weak*-closed inner ideal I
which contains [e(x), e( y)] is contained in J. It follows, by Theorem
4.5(iv), that I is a complemented subtriple of A. By Lemma 5.2, both
elements x, y lie in I> and since, by Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 5.3, I> is
a subspace of A
*
we conclude that x+y lies in I> . Since I> is a subset of
J> the element x+y lies in J> and it follows that J> is a subspace of the
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Banach space A
*
. There exists, by Lemma 5.1, a contractive projection R
on A
*
such that
im R=J> , ker R=J% .
Since J is weak*-closed we conclude that
im R*=(ker R)%=J
%
%=J
and
ker R*=(im R)%=J>%.
Let a be an element in A such that, for all tripotents u in J, P2(u)a
vanishes. Let b be an element in J. Then b is contained in the positive cone
A2(r(b))+ of the JBW*-algebra A2(r(b)), where r(b) is the support tripo-
tent of b. Thus b equals P2(r(b))b. Since r(b) is contained in J we conclude,
by (J3), that
0=P2(r(b)) Q(b) P2(r(b))a=Q(P2(r(b)) b)a=Q(b)a.
By polarization, it follows that [J a J] equals zero and, hence, a lies in
Ker(J). By Lemma 5.2, and the fact that
A
*, 2
(u)%=(im P2(u)*)%=ker P2(u)
we conclude that
J>%= ,
u # U(J)
A
*, 2
(u)%= ,
u # U(J)
ker P2(u)Ker(J).
It follows from
A=im R*ker R*=JJ>%JKer(J)A
that J is a complemented subtriple of A.
Let E be a Banach space. A weak*-closed subspace B of the dual Banach
space E* is said to be an N*-ideal if every weak*-continuous linear func-
tional on B has a norm preserving extension to a weak*-continuous linear
functional on E* and the subset B> is a subspace of E. For details the
reader is referred to [14]. We now obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.5. Let A be a JBW*-triple and let B be a subtriple of A.
Then the following are equivalent:
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(i) B is a weak*-closed inner ideal in A;
(ii) B is a complemented subtriple of A;
(iii) B is an N*-ideal in the Banach space A;
(iv) B is a weak*-closed subspace and every weak*-continuous linear
functional on B admits a unique norm preserving extension to a weak*-
continuous linear functional on A.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.4, Theorem 5.3, [11], Theorem
2.5, and [14], Theorem 4.7(i).
Corollary 5.6. Let A be a JBW*-triple and let J be a weak*-closed
inner ideal in A. Then there exists a unique structural projection P on A such
that
J=im P.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.4 and Corol-
lary 3.5.
Corollary 5.7. An inner ideal in a JBW*-triple is weak*-closed if and
only if it is the range of a structural projection.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2, Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 5.6.
Corollary 5.8. Let A be a JB*-triple. Let J be a norm-closed inner
ideal in A. Then there exists a structural projection P on the JBW*-triple
envelope A** of A such that
J=im P & A.
Proof. By separate weak*-continuity of the triple product in A**, it
follows that J w* is a weak*-closed inner ideal which, by Corollary 5.6, is
the range of some structural projection P on A**. Since J is weakly closed
in A it follows that J coincides with J w* & A.
6. Structural Projections on W*-Algebras
We conclude this paper by applying some of the previous results to
W*-algebras.
Let A be a W*-algebra. The mapping [ } } } ] : A_A_A  A defined, for
elements a, b and c in A, by
[a b c]=(ab*c+cb*a)2
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is a triple product on A which makes A into a JBW*-triple (see section 2).
Notice that an element u in A is a tripotent if and only if u is a partial
isometry, i.e. uu* is a self-adjoint idempotent in A.
A linear projection P on A is structural if and only if, for all elements a
and b in A,
P(a(Pb)* a)=Pa b* Pa .
Recall that, from Theorem 5.3, such a mapping is contractive and weak*-
continuous on the W*-algebra A.
A pair (e, f ) of self-adjoint idempotents in A is said to be centrally equiv-
alent [8] if the central supports z(e) and z( f ) of e and f, respectively, are
equal.
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a W*-algebra. Then:
(i) For each pair (e, f ) of self-adjoint idempotents in A, the mapping
a [ eaf defined on A is a structural projection.
(ii) For each structural projection P on A there exists a unique pair
(e, f ) of centrally equivalent self-adjoint idempotents such that, for all
elements a in A,
Pa=eaf.
Moreover,
ker P=(1&e) Af +eA(1& f )+(1&e) A(1& f ).
Proof. (i) Clearly, for each element a in A,
e(eaf ) f =eaf, e(a(ebf )* a) f =(eaf ) b*(eaf )
and therefore the map a [ eaf is a structural projection on A.
(ii) Let P be a structural projection on A. By Lemma 3.3 and
Lemma 3.2, im P is a weak*-closed inner ideal in A. By [8], Theorem 3.16
and Theorem 3.10, there exists a pair (e, f ) of centrally equivalent self-
adjoint idempotents such that
im P=eAf.
By (i), the map a [ eaf is a structural projection on A the range of which
coincides with the range of P. It follows that, by Lemma 3.3 and Corollary
3.5, for all elements a in A,
Pa=eaf.
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Let ( g, h) be a pair of centrally equivalent self-adjoint idempotents in A
such that, for all elements a in A, eaf equals gah. Then the subspaces eAf
and gAh coincide and therefore, by [8], Theorem 3.10, e equals g and f
equals h.
Since, for every element a in A,
a=eaf +(1&e) af +ea(1& f )+(1&e) a(1& f )
it easily follows that
ker P=(1&e) Af +eA(1& f )+(1&e) A(1& f ).
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